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As a new resident of Climping Village we have real concerns with regards to the pressure this building
will have on the infrastructure, air pollution and noise pollution let alone the huge damage this building
will visually have on our beautiful landscape up to Arundel. Climping and the surrounding area has
been a property developer magnet in recent times, with the prospect of 1,500 homes on the Ford
airfield, another 300 homes on the farming land adjacent to the A259 and 9 new executive homes on
Horsemere Green. With all of these proposed new homes and this incinerator we will see an absolutely
catastrophic impact on our infrastructure with huge lorries travelling from various counties specifically
to visit this building in which is becoming a huge residential area with children and elderly people. The
impact on the existing and proposed new community will be awful, our quality of life will be affected
and will also have an impact on the developers who are currently willing to build residential homes would you personally want to live this close to an incinerator, have huge lorries travelling up and down
small roads with children who cycle on the footpaths? Not to mention the huge affect this building will
have on our lovely views to and from Arundel considering the sheer size of this building. I'm all for the
opportunity of jobs and helping the environment with recycling but given the historic heritage we have
close by in Arundel and the effect it will have with the views and new/existing community the proposed
site is NOT suitable for a building of such size.
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